Cog Belt Drive System Replacement for the Baader Johnson Picker*

M&M Poultry’s new cog belt drive replacement for the Baader Johnson cog belt driven picker* is designed to increase the life of your picker belt, hub, motor, idler pulleys, and picking fingers for maximum performance. Precision modifications to the bank include angled flanges which provide less fatigue on the belt for a quieter run, an enclosed heavy duty belt tensioner, and correct placement of idler pulleys and tensioner to ensure greater life on all picker components. Even after months of use, belts and hubs continue to look brand new! Hubs are warranted for fifteen months from date of installation. A belt tension gauge system also ensures idler pulleys are in place for optimum tension. Unlike normal “open-faced” idler pulleys which are vulnerable to rust, an enclosed cap with o-ring has been added to create a water tight seal. Picking fingers at the test facility not only remained on finger plates longer, but also maintained shape, reducing maintenance and labor costs of constant replacement.** The right drive system is essential for smarter, more efficient processing and reduced maintenance costs. Let M&M Poultry find a solution for you.

- Extended picker belt life.
- Increased hub life.
- Belt tensioning gauge ensures optimum performance.
- Banks run quieter.
- Motors run cooler with reduced amp draw.
- Water tight idler pulley prevents rust.

The Belt Tensioner design provides easy adjustment for the belt tension.

**Savings on picking fingers may not be typical at all locations.
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